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Deliberation

- Make informed decisions

- Enhances social cohesion and 
mutual understanding

- Allows interlocutors to 
learn from each others 
viewpoints and 
collaboratively develop 
new ones



Deliberation

- Therefore, deliberation will thrive with an inclusive platform
- Digitalization has provided a unique opportunity for this







The Better-MODS project

Our goal:
create tools for improving the quality and comprehensiveness of online 
discussions in response to news articles
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Automatic summarization

Goal:

Create summaries that adequately reflect the different viewpoints that are voiced 
during the discussion

→ Inclusively representing what has already been said in the discussion, to keep 
the discussion apprehensible 



Type of summary

Abstractive summaries Extractive summaries

- Text generation -  Selecting existing text
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Subjectivity

- Deciding what a summary 
should contain is highly 
subjective

- Study by Verberne et al. (2018)1

1Verberne, S., Krahmer, E., Hendrickx, I., Wubben, S., & van Den Bosch, A. (2018). Creating a reference data set for the 
summarization of discussion forum threads. Language Resources and Evaluation, 52(2), 461-483.



User study

- What elements do readers mostly prefer a summary to contain?

- Approach:

→ using sentiment analysis and topic modeling to distinguish viewpoints

→ create summaries with a variance topic / sentiment

→ Let users rate different types of summaries



Constructive posts
- Highlighted (featured) post (NU.nl)

→ “substantiated and respectful comments that contribute to a constructive 
discussion” 1

- NYT picks (New York Times):

→ “comments that represent a range of views and are judged the most 
interesting or thoughtful”2

- Guardian pick (The Guardian)

1. https://www.nu.nl/nujij/5215910/nujij-veelgestelde-vragen.html 

2. https://help.nytimes.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014792387-Comments

 



Constructive messages

Argumentative?

Common ground?

Interactive?

Free of profanity?

Personal stories?



Literature

Twitter

Argumentation



Argumentation on Twitter



Common ground

- Topic modelling (Dieng, Ruiz, Blei, 2019)

- Shared vocabulary qualification

→ Strong within-argument presence 

→ Not unique in pro/con pairs 



Pro Con



Common 
ground (Topic)

Keywords

Matching 
arguments

Home country Culture & Tradition Caricature

-   Country
-   Keep
-   Old
-   Accept
-   Population

-   Norms
-   Values
-   Culture
-   Respect
-   Tradition

-   Racism
-   Caricature
-   Hate
-   Discrimination
-   Stereotype
-   Brown

-   Defensive       
nationalism (pro)

-   Contemporary 
stereotype (contra)

-   Racial nativism (pro)

-   Defensive 
nationalism(pro)

-   Contemporary 
stereotype (contra)

-   Innocent (pro)

-   Intention (pro)

-   Defensive 
nationalism (pro)

-   Contemporary 
stereotype (contra)



Interactivity (Argument diversity)

- Thread (Echo chamber detection)

→ Balanced discussion

→ Echo chamber

→ ‘Opposition flood’

- Message (Individual contribution)

→ ‘At the time of posting, did this post contribute new information?’

→ Unseen arguments in the thread are rewarded



The haters who dislike 

our Dutch traditions and 

culture can just leave our 

country! Zwarte Piet 

stays!

This Dutch “tradition” 

called: “Zwarte Piet” is 

disturbing! Dutch racism 

in full display!

Before complaining about 

this Dutch tradition, look 

it up in the real history 

books. Old Germanic 

tribes painted they faces 

black.

Painting your face black 

isn't racism.

On the Dutch Antilles 

they are even more 

insistent, and 

absolutely no 

protesters around. 

They love Zwarte Piet!



Echo chambers



Conclusion

- Deliberation is crucial: 

→  social cohesion

→  mutual understanding. 

- Online deliberation has a lot of potential in reaching this, but 
human-moderation is a difficult and time consuming task.



Conclusion 

- Automatic summarization:

→  Creating extractive summaries based on user preferences

- Constructive post detection:

→  Multi-factor approach

→  Argumentation

→  Common ground

→  Interactivity



Questions?


